Annex I to Decision 2018/012/R

‘Guidance Material to Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 — Issue 1, Amendment 2’

The Annex to Decision 2014/019/R of 24 April 2014 is hereby amended as follows:

The text of the amendment is arranged to show deleted, new or amended text as shown below:

1. deleted text is marked with strike through;
2. new or amended text is highlighted in blue; and
3. an ellipsis (...) indicates that the remaining text is unchanged in front of or following the reflected amendment.

GM1 to Article 4(3) is inserted as follows:

**GM1 Article 4(3)  Ramp inspections**

**GENERAL — ALCOHOL TESTING**

If alcohol testing of flight crew and cabin crew is carried out by other authorised officials, e.g. by the police, and outside the framework of the ramp inspection programme of Subpart RAMP of Annex II, those other authorised officials do not need to comply with the requirements for qualification of inspectors of Subpart RAMP of Annex II. Member States should ensure that these officials are qualified for carrying out alcohol tests.